























SIEGEL’S THEOREM VIA THE LAWRENCE–VENKATESH METHOD
MARC PAUL NOORDMAN
Abstract. In the recent paper [LV20], B. Lawrence and A. Venkatesh develop a
method of proving finiteness theorems in arithmetic geometry by studying the ge-
ometry of families over a base variety. eir results include a new proof of both the
S-unit theorem and Faltings’ theorem, obtained by constructing and studying suitable
abelian-by-finite families over P1\{0, 1,∞} and over an arbitrary curve of genus≥ 2
respectively. In this paper, we apply this strategy to reprove Siegel’s theorem: we con-
struct an abelian-by-finite family on a punctured elliptic curve to prove finiteness of
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1. Introduction
LetK be a number field and E an elliptic curve over K given by a Weierstrass equa-
tion y2 = x3 + ax+ b. Let S be any finite set of places of K including those where a
and b have negative valuation and those dividing the discriminant of this Weierstrass
model. An S-integral point of E is then a solution (x, y) of this Weierstrass equation
with x, y ∈ OK [S
−1]. Siegel’s theorem states thatE has only finitely many S-integral
points (see [Cor16, Chapter 3] for a modern treatment of this theorem, including sev-
eral proofs).
In the recent paper [LV20], B. Lawrence andA. Venkatesh develop amethod of proving
finiteness theorems in arithmetic geometry, by studying the geometry of families over
a base and the associated complex-analytic and p-adic period mappings. ey apply
this method to prove or reprove several results in arithmetic geometry, including re-
proofs of theS-unit theorem (finiteness of the set ofS-integral points onP1\{0, 1,∞})
and of Faltings’ theorem (finiteness of the set of rational points on smooth projective
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curves of genus ≥ 2). is new approach has generated much interest. In [LS20] this
method is used to prove a Shafarevich theorem for hypersurfaces of abelian varieties.
Uniformity aspects of the Lawrence–Venkatesh method are analyzed in [NX19], and
effectivity aspects in [BBB+19]. e laer work moreover compares the Lawrence–
Venkatesh method to the Kim–Chabauty approach to (effective) finiteness of rational
points on curves. Finally, we mention the work of [JL19], who show that in the con-
text of the Lawrence–Venkateshmethod, one can oen extend results about finiteness
or non-Zariski denseness of sets of points over number rings to the same results for
points over more general finitely generated rings.
e goal of the present paper is to show that Siegel’s theorem admits a proof via the
Lawrence–Venkatesh method as well. Note that since [LV20] already handles the case
of P1 \ {0, 1,∞} and of smooth curves of genus ≥ 2, this is the only remaining case
le in dimension 1.1 We construct an abelian-by-finite family over a punctured ellip-
tic curve and we show that it has the correct properties for the Lawrence–Venkatesh
method to succeed.
e paper consists of two parts. In the first section, we revisit briefly the Lawrence–
Venkatesh method. We formulate a theorem (eorem 3.4) which summarizes the
result of this approach, in the case of an abelian-by-finite family. is theoremmay be
considered a “black box”, in that one can apply this theoremwithout knowing the intri-
cate and sometimes technically demanding techniques underlying [LV20]; as such we
hope that articulating this theorem explicitly may help increase the reach and usabil-
ity of this new method. In the second section, we show how to apply the Lawrence–
Venkateshmethod to prove Siegel’s theorem. We construct a suitable abelian-by-finite
family of a punctured elliptic curve, and show that it satisfies the conditions of the
black box theorem. As is oen the case, the main difficulty is showing that the mon-
odromy is large enough.
Notation. In the remainder of this paper we will use the following notation through-
out.
LetK be a number fieldwith ring of integersOK , andS a finite set of finite places ofK .
Wewill assume thatS contains all places ofK that are ramified over the corresponding
primes of Q. We denote by OK [S
−1] the ring of S-integers of K , i.e. the ring of
elements ofK that have non-negative valuation for all valuations v onK with v /∈ S.
For any finite place v, we choose some Frobenius Frobv ∈ Gal(K/K). We denote by
Kv the v-adic completion of K . e unique continuous extension of Frobv toKv will
also be denoted Frobv . We will also fix an inclusion K ⊆ C.
LetX/K be a smooth, geometrically connected, but not necessarily proper, algebraic
variety. We will assume that X has a smooth model X over OK [S
−1], and we will fix
one. We are interested in studying the set X (OK [S
−1]) of S-integral points of this
model, which by abuse of notation we will just denote by X(OK [S
−1]). Note that in
general this set depends on the choice of the model X .
Acknowledgments. I am grateful to Jaap Top for interesting conversations and use-
ful comments on this work.
1Aer uploading this work to arXiv, we have been made aware of H. Liu’s thesis [Liu20], which
also handles this case.
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Addendum. Shortly aer the first version of this work appeared on arXiv, A. Cadoret
kindly alerted me to the master thesis of H. Liu [Liu20], which contains, along with a
very well-wrien and detailed explanation of the Lawrence–Venkatesh proof of Falt-
ings’ theorem, also a proof of Siegel’s theorem via the Lawrence–Venkatesh method,
although via a differently constructed abelian-by-finite family.
2. The Lawrence–Venkatesh framework
In this sectionwe explain the Lawrence–Venkatesh framework, in the case of an abelian-
by-finite family. To simplify maers, we will use a theorem by Faltings ([Fal83]) which
says that geometric étale cohomology of abelian varieties is semisimple (the authors of
[LV20] explicitly avoid using this theorem in order to increase independence of their
proof of Faltings’ theorem from Faltings’ own proof). We start by recalling relevant
definitions from [LV20].
3. The Lawrence–Venkatesh framework
In this sectionwe explain the Lawrence–Venkatesh framework, in the case of an abelian-
by-finite family. To simplify maers, we will use a theorem by Faltings ([Fal83]) which
says that geometric étale cohomology of abelian varieties is semisimple (the authors of
[LV20] explicitly avoid using this theorem in order to increase independence of their
proof of Faltings’ theorem from Faltings’ own proof). We start by recalling relevant
definitions from [LV20].
e following is Definition 5.1 in [LV20].





where A → X ′ is a family of polarized abelian varieties andX ′ → X is finite étale. A
good model of such an abelian-by-finite family over OK [S
−1] is a sequence of maps
A → X ′ → X of schemes over OK [S
−1], where again A → X ′ is a family of
polarized abelian varieties and X ′ → X is finite étale, which give back the maps
A → X ′ → X aer base change − ⊗OK [S−1] K , and where X is the model of X that
we fixed, and which moreover satisfies the following technical conditions: the coho-
mology sheavesRq(π◦f)∗Ω
p
A/X and de Rham sheavesH
q = Rq(π◦f)∗Ω
•
A/X on X are
locally free as OX -modules, and the Gauss-Manin connection extends to a morphism
Hq → Hq ⊗ Ω1
X/OK [S−1]
on X .
By the usual arguments, any abelian-by-finite family over K has a good model over
OK [(S
′)−1] for some finite set S ′ ⊇ S of places of K .
e second important definition from [LV20] we need is the notion of full monodromy,






We denote by g the relative dimension of A over X ′. With respect to the inclusion
K ⊆ C we fixed, we get continuous maps A(C) → X ′(C) → X(C). Fix a point
x0 ∈ X(C). e fiber π
−1(x0) ⊂ X
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Here H1B denotes the first Bei cohomology (also known as singular cohomology).
e action of the fundamental group π1(X(C), x0) by monodromy on these spaces
preserves this decomposition (but not necessarily the individual factors). e sym-
plectic form ω induced by the polarization on A is also preserved by this action.
Definition 3.2. Let ρ : π1(X(C), x0) → GL(H
1
B(Ax0(C),Q)) be the monodromy rep-
resentation. e abelian-by-finite family has full monodromy if the Zariski closure of




In order to apply the Lawrence–Venkatesh method, we need to make sure that the
Frobenius action on the fibers of π is large enough. In order to make this precise, we
make the following definition, which is a variation of [LV20, Definition 5.2]
Definition 3.3. Let E be a finite Gal(K/K)-set and v a place of K for which this
action is unramified. en the v-length of E, denoted lengthv(E), is the average size




If E is a finite K-scheme we write lengthv(E) instead of lengthv(E(K)). Note that
the v-length of E does not depend on the choice of the Frobenius element Frobv .
e following theorem is a compact restatement of the Lawrence–Venkatesh method.
is theorem is not stated as such in [LV20], but all the components of the proof are
there. erefore we will give a short sketch of the argument. We stress that our argu-
ments uses the fact that the Galois representation on étale cohomology of an abelian
variety over a number field is semi-simple, which is a deep theorem of Faltings [Fal83].
e authors of [LV20] avoid using this theorem, both to keep their proof of Faltings’
theorem independent of Faltings’ own proof, and to be able to apply the samemethods
to more general families for which semisimplicity is not unconditionally known. We
have also incorporated the results of Bakker and Tsimerman [BT19], as explained in
[LV20, Section 9].
eorem 3.4. Let T ⊆ X(OK [S
−1]) be a subset of S-integral points ofX . Assume that




→ X , with 1
2
g(g + 1) deg(π) > dim(X),
with the following properties
(1) e family has full monodromy, and
(2) For every x ∈ T , there is a finite place v of K for which the Galois action on






g(g + 1) deg(π)− dim(X)
.
en T is not Zariski dense in X .
Proof sketch. Aer possibly increasing S, we can and will assume that the abelian-
by-finite family admits a good model over OK [S
−1]. Note also that in the second
condition, we can restrict to v /∈ S: for an x ∈ T and v as in the second condition,
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Chebotarev’s density theorem implies that there are infinitely many places v′ of K
for which the Galois action on π−1(x) is also unramified, and for which the actions
of Frobv and Frobv′ are conjugate and hence give the same length. Moreover, the
assumption that the abelian-by-finite family has a good model over OK [S
−1] implies
that the residue fields of the points in π−1(x) are field extensions of K which are
unramified away from S. It follows from the Hermite-Minkowski theorem that there
are only finitelymany possibilities for π−1(x) as aGal(K/K)-set, where x ranges over
T . erefore, we can choose the places v that occur in condition (2) to lie in a fixed
finite set of places S ′ with S∩S ′ = ∅. erefore we may decompose T = T1∪· · ·∪Tr
as a finite union of subsets, where for each Ti there is a single place v ∈ S
′ that works
for all x ∈ Ti. Since a finite union of non-Zariski dense sets is not Zariski dense, we
may replace T by one of the Ti, and assume that we have a fixed place v /∈ S that
works for all points x ∈ T . Let us fix such a place v.
Let x ∈ T . We have π−1(x) = SpecEx for a K-algebra Ex of degree deg π. As in
[LV20, Lemma 2.3], there are only finitely many possibilities for the filtered ϕ-module
Vx := H
1
dR(Ax/Kv) (as mentioned above, the étale cohomologies are semisimple so
we don’t need to bother with semisimplification). rough the factorization
Ax,v → SpecEx,v → SpecKv,
where Ax,v := Ax ⊗K Kv and Ex,v = Ex ⊗K Kv , this filtered ϕ-module moreover
has the structure of a free Ex,v-module of rank 2g. e Frobenius of Vx is compatible
with the Frobenius of Ex,v , and the filtration of Vx is given by a free and saturated
Ex,v-submodule, which is moreover Lagrangian with respect to the symplectic form
ω on Vx. For any point x
′ ∈ X(Kv) with x ≡ x
′ mod v, the same statements are
true for Ex′ (where π
−1(x′) = SpecEx′) and Vx′ := H
1
dR(Ax′/Kv). e Gauss-Manin
connection gives us canonical bijections Ex,v
∼
→ Ex′ and Vx
∼
→ Vx′ . ese bijections
commute with all the mentioned structure except for the filtration. Variation of this
filtration then gives the p-adic period map
Φv : U → Hv(Kv)
where U = {x′ ∈ X(Kv) : x




LGr(Vx, ω) is the Lagrangian Grassmannian classifying free rank-g Ex,v-submodules
of Vx on which ω is trivial, andRes
Ex,v
Kv
denotesWeil-restriction fromEx,v toKv . SoHv
is an algebraic variety overKv whoseKv-points classify free rank-g Ex,v-submodules
of Vx on which ω is trivial. e Zariski dimension of Hv is
1
2
g(g + 1) · deg(π). From
[LV20, Lemma 3.3], the full monodromy assumption implies that the period map has
Zariski-dense image.
Let ϕ be the Frobenius on Vx. We may write Ex,v = L1 × · · · × Lr for unramified
field extensions Li/Kv . Note that r is the number of Frobv-orbits on π
−1(x), so that
lengthv(π




g(g + 1) deg(π)− dim(X)
4g2
.
eEv,x-module onVx induces a decompositionVx =
⊕r
i=1 Vi, whereVi = Vx⊗Ev,xLi.
Each Vi is a Li-vector space of dimension 2g. We write
Z(ϕ) = {f : Vx → Vx E-linear, and ϕ ◦ f = f ◦ ϕ}.
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2 = 4g2 · r ≤
1
2
g(g + 1) deg(π)− dim(X).
Set T ′ = T ∩ U . As in [LV20, Section 3] it follows that Φv(T
′) is contained in an
algebraic subset of Hv of the form Z :=
⋃
i Z(ϕ) · hi, for finitely many hi ∈ Hv(Kv).
We have dimZ ≤ 1
2
g(g + 1) deg(π)− dim(X) and dimHv =
1
2
g(g + 1) deg(π), so
codimHv Z ≥ dim(X).
Applying [LV20, Lemma 9.3], we find that Φ−1v (Z), and therefore T
′, is not Zariski
dense inX . We do this for all of the finitely many v-adic residue disks ofX(Kv), and
since the finite union of non-Zariski dense sets is not Zariski dense, we conclude that
T is not Zariski dense in X . 
4. An abelian-by-finite cover of E \ {0}
In what follows, we fix an elliptic curve E/K which has good reduction away from
S. Our goal is to construct an abelian-by-finite cover on E \ {0} that proves Siegel’s
theorem: the set of S-integral points of E is finite.
In order to prove Siegel’s theoremwe may increaseK and S without loss of generality
(the set of S-integral points of E will only increase if we do so). Hence, we may and
will assume in what follows that S contains all primes over 2, and that the 2-torsion
of E is K-rational, and that the model of E that we fixed over OK [S
−1] is given by
the Weierstrass equation
y2 = x(x− 1)(x− λ)
for some λ ∈ OK [S
−1]. As in the introduction, we will also continue to assume that
S contains all places of K that are ramified in the extension K/Q.
To define the abelian-by-finite family over E \ {0}, we first consider the family A′ of
elliptic curves over E \ E[2] defined by the equation
v2 = u(u− 1)(u− x).
Here x is still the x-coordinate on E, viewed as a regular function on E \ E[2]. In
other words A′ is the pull-back of the Legendre family over P1 \ {0, 1,∞} along the
x-coordinate mapE \E[2] → P1 \{0, 1, λ,∞}. For everym ≥ 1we define the family
Am overE \{0} as the composition of the mapA
′ → E \E[2], restricted to E \E[2m],
with the multiplication-by-2m map [2m] : E \ E[2m] → E \ {0}. Geometrically, the
fiber of Am over a geometric point e ∈ E \ {0} is the disjoint union of the elliptic
curves v2 = u(u−1)(u−x′)where x′ runs over the x-coordinates of the 22m geometric
points ofE mapping to e under the [2m]map. e situation is depicted in the following
diagram:
Legendre Am
P1 \D E \ E[2m] E \ {0}
π
[2m]x
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HereD is the divisor of x-coordinates of points in E[2m] (including∞) and Legendre
denotes the Legendre family v2 = u(u− 1)(u− t). To prove Siegel’s theorem we will
apply eorem 3.4 to the abelian-by-finite family Am → E \ E[2
m] → E \ {0} for
m = 3.
4.1. e monodromy. Let e0 ∈ E(K) \ {0} be some arbitrary base point. Let
Wm = H
1
B((Am)e0(C),Q) be the first Bei cohomology of the fiber of Am → E \ {0}
over e0. Monodromy gives a representation
ρm : π1(E(C) \ {0}, e0) −→ GL(Wm).
Our goal in this subsection is to study this representation. To ease the notation, we
will abuse notation in this subsection and identify varieties with their C-points, i.e.
we will write E instead of E(C).





where the direct sum runs over all points e′ ∈ E \ E[2m] mapping to e0 under [2
m].
Note that the fiber (Am)e′ is just the elliptic curve given by v
2 = u(u − 1)(u − x′),
where e′ = (x′, y′).
e following proposition says that the family Am → E \ {0} has full monodromy.




Proof. Let Γ be the Zariski closure of the image of ρ in GL(Wm), and set




We will use [LV20, Lemma 2.12], which says the following: if ∆ projects surjectively




2 there is a g ∈ ∆ which
projects to unipotent elements of SL(H1B((Am)e′1,Q)) and SL(H
1
B((Am)e′2 ,Q)) with




First we consider surjectivity of the projections. Let e′0 ∈ E \ E[2
m] be a point with
[2m]e′0 = e0. en the étale map [2
m] : E \ E[2m] → E \ {0} induces on fundamental
groups an injective map π1(E \ E[2
m], e′0) → π1(E \ {0}, e0), and the restriction
of ρ to π1(E \ E[2
m], e′0) stabilizes the direct summand H
1
B((Am)e′0,Q) of Wm. But
we also can consider the x-coordinate map x : E \ E[2m] → P1 \ D, where D is
the set of x-coordinates of the 2m-torsion points of E. is map is also étale, and it
induces an injective homomorphism π1(E \ E[2
m], e′0) → π1(P
1 \ D, x′). e cover
Am → E \ E[2
m] is just the pull-back of the Legendre family over P1 \ D, and the
Zariski closure of the image of monodromy for the Legendre family is well-known to
be SL2 (see for example [CMSP17, eorem 1.1.7] for an explicit description of this
monodromy). So the restriction of ρ to π1(E \ E[2
m], e′0) has Zariski-closure a finite
index subgroup of SL2, which is therefore equal to SL2 since SL2 is connected.
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Now we show that there are enough elements acting unipotently on the various sum-
mands with fixed spaces of different dimensions. Let γ be a path in E \ {0} that goes
from e0 to a point close to the identity 0 ∈ E, then circles around this point once, and
goes back again to e0 in the same way. A li of this path to E \E[2
m] is a loop from a
point e′0 over e0 going around a 2
m-torsion point and back to e′0. e familyAm extends
in a smooth way over all 2m-torsion points except the points (0, 0), (1, 0) and 0. Over
these points, the monodromy is unipotent: indeed, the local monodromy of the Le-





around ∞, but the x-coordinate is locally 2-to-1 around these points. So we see that




it acts in a non-trivial unipotent way on exactly three of the summands and trivially
on the other summands. e three summands on which ρ(γ) acts non-trivially depend
on the choice of γ; more specifically on the choice of the path from e0 to the point close
to 0. Now let e′1 and e
′
2 be two distinct points in the fiber [2
m]−1(e0). We claim that
we can choose the path γ in such a way that ρ(γ) acts non-trivially on the summand
corresponding to the fiber over e′1 and trivially on the summand corresponding to the




1 ∈ E be the difference. en d is 2
m-torsion
and non-trivial. e set {(0, 0), (1, 0), 0} is not closed under shiing by d. Pick a point
P ∈ {(0, 0), (1, 0), 0} such that P + d /∈ {(0, 0), (1, 0), 0}. en choose a path γ′ in
E \E[2m] that starts at e′1, goes to a point close to P , circles around P , and then goes
back to e′1 the same way. Set γ = [2
m] ◦ γ′. is is a loop in E \ {0} based at e0. By
construction, γ′ is the li of γ starting at e′1, and it loops around the bad fiber over P ,
while γ′ + d is the li of γ starting at e′2. e laer loops around P + d, which is not a
bad fiber. us ρ(γ) acts non-trivially unipotently on the summand corresponding to
e′1 and trivially on the summand corresponding to e
′
2. 
4.2. Siegel’s theorem. We can now prove Siegel’s theorem. We follow the argument
in [LV20, Section 4].
First we note that we may assume, aer enlarging K if necessary, that the 8-torsion
of E isK-rational. Now let
T = {e ∈ (E \ {0})(OK [S
−1]) : e /∈ 2E(K)}
be the set of S-integral points of E that are not divisible by 2. We claim that it is
enough to prove that T is finite. Indeed, let k be the largest integer such that E(K)
contains a point of order 2k. en we have






To see this, note that if e is an S-integral point of E and e′ a rational point such that
e = 2e′, then also e′ is S-integral (because e′ does not reduce to the identity modulo
any place v /∈ S). If an S-integral point e of E is not divisible by 2k, then e is in the
right hand side of the claimed inclusion. Otherwise, write e = 2k ·e′. en by adjusting
e′ by a 2k-torsion point if needed, we can ensure that e′ ∈ T , so that e ∈ [2k](T ).
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In order to prove finiteness of T , we want to apply eorem 3.4 to T and the abelian-
by-finite family A3 → E \ E[8] → E \ {0}. is will imply that T is not Zariski-
dense in E and therefore finite. We have already established that this family has full
monodromy, so it remains to verify that condition 2 of the theorem is fulfilled.
Lemma 4.2. Let t ∈ T . ere is a place v /∈ S of K such that all Frobv-orbits in
[8]−1(t)(K) have length 8. In particular lengthv([8]
−1(t)) = 8.
Proof. Write [8]−1(t) = SpecEt. en we have Et =
∏
i Li, where the Li are finite
field extensions of K that are unramified away from S. In fact, the Li are the fields
obtained by adjoining the coordinates of points in [8]−1(t) to K . Since the 8-torsion
of E isK-rational, these fields are in fact the same, so we have Et = L
n for some n.
To study the Galois action on the factors L in this decomposition, let σ ∈ Gal(K/K).
en for each t′ ∈ E(K) with 8t′ = t, we also have 8σ(t′) = t. erefore we
have σ(t′) − t′ ∈ E[8](K). Using that the 8-torsion is K-rational, it is not hard to
see that this element σ(t′) − t′ does not depend on the choice of t′. us we get a
map Gal(K/K) → E[8](K) ∼= (Z/8Z)2 that describes the Galois action on the fiber
over t. (is is of course just a well-known explicit description of the Kummer map
E(K) → H1(Gal(K/K), E[8]) = Hom(Gal(K/K), E[8](K)), where the last equal-
ity follows from the 8-torsion beingK-rational.) e image ofGal(K/K) → E[8](K)
contains an element of order 8: if it didn’t, then Gal(K/K) would stabilize the point
4t′, contradicting the assumption that t is not divisible by 2 in E(K). us, there
is some σ ∈ Gal(K/K) which acts with order 8 on some (hence each) factor L.
By Chebotarev’s density theorem, there is a positive density of places v /∈ S such
that Frobv acts in the same way as σ on L, and then Frobv has orbits of length 8 on
[8]−1(t)(K). 
Corollary 4.3 (Siegel’s theorem). e set (E \ {0})(OK [S
−1]) of S-integral points of
E is finite.
Remark 4.4. e proof of Siegel’s theorem presented in this section relies on eo-
rem 3.4, which in turn relies on Faltings’ deep result that the the Galois representations
aached to abelian varieties over number fields are semisimple. However, for the pur-
pose of proving Siegel’s theorem the dependence on Faltings’ result can be removed, in
the sameway as for the Lawrence–Venkatesh proof of the S-unit theorem, by applying
[LV20, Lemma 4.4].
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